Match the description the baby’s development with the correct age.

1) Baby is able to swallow. Baby feels and responds to touch. Baby’s fingers open and close. Their toes can curl. Baby is the size of a lime. ____________

2) Baby’s heart starts beating. ______________

3) Hands and feet are developing. They look like paddles. Baby starts to move and exercise. Their eyes have color. Baby is size of a blueberry. ____________

4) Bones are fully developed. Baby is gain fat. Baby is the size of a large cabbage. ________

5) Baby is practicing swallowing. His eyelashes and eyebrows are growing. His taste buds are developing. Baby is size of a banana. ____________

6) Baby can hear you. His lungs are developing. Baby is the size of a head of cauliflower. ____________

   a) 18 days   b) 7 weeks   c) 12 weeks   d) 20 weeks   e) 26 weeks   f) 30 weeks

Fill in the blank with the correct word from the list. Every word will be used once.

   works   praise   fearfully   created   wonderfully   knit

For you _________ my inmost being; you _____ me together in my mother’s womb. I ______ you because I am___________ and ______________ made; your ________ are wonderful, I know that full well.  Psalms 139:13-14